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Abstract
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a state, where the overall approach has become fairly clear. One

design features an RF linac plus current and beam multiplication

rings. The present remarks concern the assignment of multiturn

injection, beam storage and bunching to an optimized number of rings

and transport lines, as well as some criteria for their designs. The

main parameter constraints are discussed, showing how they can be met,

although there is little flexibility at the present stage of under-

standing and technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last several years two basic approaches to a HIF

driver design have evolved *•>*•'; an induction linac with a final

(multiple) beam splitter, and an RF linac with beam and current

multiplication rings. The present remarks concern the second

approach, and in particular the design of the rings.

To fix the ideas: currents of the order of 0.5 A are acceler-

ated in the high energy RF linac3', while > 1 k A per beam are

needed on the fusion pellet. The single-beam current multiplica-

tion by a factor of about 2000 is achieved in stages, for instance

(Fig. 1):

* nx - turn injection into a Multiplication Ring,

* n2 - turn injection in the other phase plane

into a Storage Ring,

* mi - times bunch compression in a Buncher Ring,

* ITI2 - times bunch compression in the Transport Line

to the final focus.

Values proposed in the literature are ni,n2 = 4 or 5, mi = 8 to

14, n)2 = 7 to 10.

The multiplication of beams is achieved by filling several

sets of SRs and BRs, generally with two bunches per ring. As the

high current beams must arrive simultaneously on the pellet (ide-

ally with a 4TT geometry), the obvious solution is to compress them

simultaneously. Prior to that there is the need to store succes-

ive portions of the linac beam, after they complete the second

multiturn injection, for up to the order of a millisecond.

Questions adressed here are (i) assignment of multiturn injec-

tion, storage, and bunching to an optimized number of rings and

transport lines, possibly combining two functions in the same ring

and (ii) main criteria for the <-arious ring designs.
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As space charge detuning and collective instabilities

increase with the charge state q of the ions used (for given beam

energy and power), use of singly charged ions like 2 0 9 B i + or

208P1J+ s e e m s to be favoured at present. Beam energy and power are

specified by the pellet physics. Somewhat arbitrarily, the (con-

servative, it is hoped) beam parameters listed in Table 1 will be

used here in illustratative numerical examples.

Table 1. Beam Parameters

Total beam energy

Pulse duration

Total beam power

Kinetic ion energy

Linac current, Ijin

Total current, Itot

Total number of ions, Nj tot

Final emittance, Efi n ai

Final Ap/p

3 = 0.3421

5 MJ

20 ns

250 TW

12.5 GeV

0.625 A

20 kA

2.5 x 1O1E

60 T V radm

± 8 x 10 -3

Y = 1.0642
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2. OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THE VARIOUS RINGS AND

TRANSPORT LINES

2.1 Number

Letting for later (2.2) the question whether the SRs could

double as BRS, one straightforward approach would be to transfer

each MR fill into a fresh SR. However, to ease the generation of

a linear bunching voltage in the BRs, they (and the SRs) would

only be filled half, i.e. one MR filling would provide for the

filling of two SRs, so that with N I M R = number of ions in MR

nSR = 2NItot /(nm N I M R) , (1)

is the number of SRs, which should be an integer. n[/]R> the

number of MR rings, would ideally be one, but this may not be

practical (see Section 3).

At the other end, from the pellet physics, one needs a

number of beams on the pellet

n B > 6 . (2)

With h the harmonic number in the BRs, one has

ng = h ngg = h ng^ and hence with Equ.(l)

nMR NIMR = 2 h NItot / nB • . ( 3 )

The emittance requirements impose further limitations. (Fig.2)

Transversally, one has with Dfjj= dilution factor

nl ' n2 < E final/ (Df J.Elinac) . <4)

With efina2 = 60ir >irad m, Df ± = 3.1 = 2.3 x 4/3 (dilution in

multiturn injection and beam transfer, respectively), and

elinac= 3.9 TT yrad m (which will require quite some care 4) ,

this gives n^ = n^< 5. As there may be -xtra blow up in the

plane multiturn-injected later, ni = 5, n2 = 4 is chosen here.
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Correspondingly, longitudinally:

mix m 2 = ( &p/p )final/f
Df!i( A P / P >initial 1- ( 5 )

For adiabatic capture one has (^p/p) initial = (

With (Ap/p) f i n a l = 8 x 10-
3, Df,| = 4/3 and Up/p)initial =

 7- 5 x

10~^, this gives m^ x m2 £ 80.

As regards the total current, one has

Itot = Ilin x nl x n 2 x ml x m2 x nB • (6)

With the previous numbers, this gives nB = 3.2 x iO
4/(5 x 4 x80) =

20 for the number of beams.

If one adjusts I n n to make nj3 in Equ.(6) an integer (as was

done here), the condition that after compression the bunch

duration Atfin has the specified value

Be At f i n = LB f i n = 2* 1 ^ B f M R 1^/(2 h n 2 mx m2) (7)

is automatically met. ^f^ = Punching factor in MB)

The parameter set chosen here for the numerical examples is

n M R = 1 or 2, n S R = n B R = 10, h = 2,

partly for reasons which will become obvious later. As it turns

out , there is little leeway in the numerology, unless either the

characteristics of the beam from the linac and/or of the pulse on

the pellet can be varied markedly (by a factor of at least two,

say), or the space charge detuning and collective effects in the

rings are better controlled.



2.2 Combining storage and bunching rings

In the abstract, it would obviously be desirable for economy

to use the storage rings alsc for bunching. In practice, this

choice will depend on the longitudinal stability in the presence

of the powerful RF systems needed for this bunching. If they

lead to uncontrolled self-bunching during storage, or shorten the

e - folding time of longitudinal instabilities to values well

below the storage time, use of separate BRs is unavoidable.

While these points are being clarified theoretically *', experi-

ments will presumably be needed to be fully confident about the

answers.

3. FIRST MULTIPLICATION RING.

3.1 Number

Because of the large beam energy and the short stopping

range (a fraction of a millimeter) involved, it is important to

avoid hitting accelerator components, primarily on account of the

"black cloud effect" 6 ) . With space charge present, "lossless"

injection into one plane at a time seems already difficult

enough 7,8,9), so that at present use of two rings in tandem for

stacking in both transverse directions is preferred *', using

horizontal injection and rotation of planes between the rings.

Instead of this classical scheme, use of an unstable 7attice has

been proposed ̂ ', since the beam spends only up to about 200 us in

the ring. A strongly non-linear magnet configuration, where the

betatron tune is a function of the injection angle, has been

discussed8) for a compressor ring with "spontaneous" beam ejection

(when the various turns have "piled up") in connection with a

neutrino facility at the planned Jiilich spallation neutron source

SNQ. While these and any other schemes better matched to the

present requirements than the classical scheme should be studied

farther, they are not considered here.
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With a single linac beam, and storage required only after

the second multiturn injection, a single MR (with circumference

CMR = 2u RMR) is the obvious choice. Unfortunately, for the

numbers under discussion, this leads in the vertical plane to

incoherent tune shifts of the order of AQ = 1 (see 3.2).

It may eventually turn out that crossing of a half integer

resonance can be accepted for the short duration involved

(<100 us ) and that the horizontal tune spread does not lead to

unacceptable losses; nevertheless, use of a second MR is consid-

ered here. One would then transfer the beam from the two MRs

"simultaneously" into the SRs. Each MR would provide ions for one

bunch per SR, delivering them alternately to each SR of a given

pair on each SR turn, and synchronized such that the multiturn

injection into a given SR proceeds as if all bunches came from one

MR.

3.2 Ring radius

The ring radius is essentially conditioned by the require-

ment to contain NJM R ions as resulting from Equ.(3). For given

values of N I M R , n± , the linear density of the linac beam Xlin,

and Bf, one has

NIMR

2 IT niXiin B f R M

For BfRjj one starts from the requirement for the fast

ejection kicker rise time, taken as 0.5 Us '. The same time

interval is assumed for the switching device which distributes

the bunches between a given pair of SRs. The bunch length results

from Equ.(7). Hence, with 2u RRJJ BfRM/(2hn2Bc) = At B R M

Bf R M = . (9)
+ At k i c k e r

With the numbers already given one has here BJ-RM = 0.762.
l^t

From Equ.(8) one has with n^-If™, * 5 x 10 (Equ.3) and

xlin = 3* 8 x 1Q1° ions/m , RMR = 274.8 m for nj/iR = 2 (or 549.6 m

for nMR = 1).
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3.3 Space charge tune shifts and collective instabilities

3.3.1 Space. chaA.g.e tune

NT».r> could in practice be limited by
Inn

* the vertical incoherent space charge tune shift, AQ. ,

* the horizontal coherent shift, AQCH,(which could upset injec-

tion conditions)

* longitudinal instabilities

* transverse instabilities.

These limits will now be looked at in turn.

With some- refinements discussed elsewhere12', one has here

for small shifts (i.e. AQ2 « 2 Q AQ)

(10)

where rj - classical unit atomic mass ion radius ( = 1.546 x

10-18 m), A = atomic mass number, B and y = usual relativistic

factors.

Under the conditions already stated, one has E V = 4.8

irprad m for n2 = 4 ( E v = 3.9n prad m for n?. = 5), and

EJ^= 45 IT prad m. The result for NJRM = 2.5 X 1014 and ev=

4.8 jjrad m is given in Table 2, together with the values for

A QiH • Clearly, these values are not conservative, but could

presumably just about be acceptable for the duration of five

turns (in the other MR ring). For the layout under discussion,
nMR = i( '••e' ^IMR = 5 x 10* , would lead to values twice

higher, in other words this would clearly involve crossing the

half integer stopband in the vertical plane, and presumably

reaching the integer stopband in the horizontal plane, or at

least upsetting substantially the "lossfree" multiturn injec-

tion. This potential danger underlines the need for experimen-

tal results as a base for a decision about n ^ .
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Near an integral resonance (slightly more stringent case)

one has

AQC

R Nj( q2/A ) Cif 1+Bf ( Y2-l Y2-l )he
2/hg2

IT Q h c
2 62 Y3 B f

(11)

where here 5] ~ 0.5, Cg ~ 0, Q * 0.9 /I"1 1 2 \ he = half size of

vacuum chamber and hg = half size of magnet gap (in the plane

of the Q shift). In the vertical plane Ci ~ 52 ~ 0.6.

The result is shown in Table 2, and should be acceptable,

at least in the horizontal plane, i.e. the need for any retun-

ing from turn to turn is avoided. Again values at least twice

higher (njjp = 1 ) would be unconfortable but could be lowered

by increasing hc beyond what is required to lodge the beam,

including the closed orbit.

For n[jR = 1 the specification for h c v would thus need to

be looked into once a particular design is worked out in more

detail, not forgetting the assumptions made!3)in arriving at

Equ.(ll). For further guidance it would also be useful to

include mirror fields in the multiturn injection computer

simulations 7 ~ 9 ) , while awaiting pertinent experimental

results.

Table 2. INTENSITY EFFECTS IN MRs

(Bp = 236.3 m, RRM = 274.R m, Nx = 2.5 x 10
1 4 2 0 9Bi +

i o n s ,

Ij = 3.125 A, eH = 45ir urad m, ev = 4.8 n ytrad m, Bf = 0.762)

Item

A Qiv

A Qcv

x M(n c) v

'IV

Critical parameters

NI ' ev

h c H ( = 42 mm )

h c v ( = 21 ram )

Re [ Z n (n)/n ]

hcv ' XI

Result

0.44

0.14

0.03

0.16

193 us

1.85 ms
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3.3.2 CoZle.cti.ve. i

Because of the large beam coupling impedance Z || due to

the space charge term, the beam is likely to be unstable longi-

tudinally (microwave-instabillity)-'-4^. The e-folding time

T ,| (n) is given by

I1

(moc2/e) Jm Z,,(n)/n
Be

|ZM(n)

I

fĵ  4TT Q Y m, c^/e

with c the speed of light and Re (ZL) = 377 R

Re (Zj kicker^ (where 6 = chamber thickness at the low frequen-

cies under discussion here). With 6 = 2 mm, Re (Z± kicker)
 <K

resistive wall contribution = 2.24 x lO^n/m, and the other

values used previously, T j_ > 1.85 ms, i.e. of no particular

concern. For n^p = 1 Tj_ would practically not change.

*) See Appendix for better approximation

— 9-

(12)

where n = mode number (cut off at nc = y R/hc ), u r e v = revolu-

tion radian frequency, n = Ytr~^ ~ Y~2> Ii = circulating elec-

trical current, ana m0 c
2/e = 9.315 108 V.

For j n | = 0.88, Ij = 3.125 A, Jm[Z ,j(n)/n]

= - j 377(2BY 2)~1{1 + 2 In (hc /beam radius )]*)=-j 1000 a,

and Re[Z j| (n)/n]= 15 a one has T,|(nc)> n^ At r e v (= 84 ps )

for the case under discussion, see Table 2. This condition

would still hold for njjp = 1.

Because of the small momentum spread imposed on the

debunched linac beam on account of the limit after final bunch-
ik)

ing, the beam is also likely to be unstable transversally ,

although the amplitude dependent tune spread due to the space

charge detuning should provide marked Landau damping.

In this case the e-folding time TJ_ for no Landau damping

is given by

1 c Re ( Z • ) Ij q/A
= , (13)



3.4 Tentative conclusions

The number of ions admitted in the first current multipli-

cation ring is essentially determined by the incoherent tune

shift, and possibly by the coherent shift, unless one increases

substantially the vacuum chamber radii. Nj = 2.5 * lO-^ions could

be handled in a ring with R ~ 275 m. Conservatively two such

rings would be required in the layout under discussion, since
nRM = * would entail tune shifts of the order of one in the

vertial plane and one third in the horizontal plane. More work,

probably also experimental research, is required to ascertain

that the stringent requirements concerning beam blow up and loss

could be met under such conditions.

The budget for transverse emittance increase being rather

tight, it would be most useful to know with some precision the

blow up factors to be applied realistically to "lossless" multi-

turn injection and beam transport.

4. STORAGE RINGS

4.1 General

With only half the circumference filled, the radius is
RRM / 2 = 137-4 m. For Bp = 236.3 m and R/p J 1.5, this will

require B £ 2.58 T, i.e. superconducting (or at least superfer-

ric) magnets.

As the time during which the beam remains in the SR is

increased beyond the filling time (by up to 8x here), longitu-

dinal stability is likely to be the most critical item. For

completeness the other points treated in 3.3 will also be looked

into.
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4.2 Space charge detuning and collective instabilities

As regards AQ^V, the number of ions is the same, the terra

E V (1 + \ift/ev is increased by 4.6 and Bf is halved, yielding a

total reduction by a factor 2.3. AQ^H stays practically

unchanged, the effect of the larger vertical emittance and the

halved Bf nearly cancelling each other.

The value of AQ CH is expected to double roughly with

respect to the MR one (= 1/Bf, see Equ. 11), assuming that R/Q

will stay ronghly constant. (The thumb rule Q = 0.9 JIT is

really for scaling with energy.) Thus one might perhaps like to

increase a little the chamber width. AQcy approaches AQC^

and is hence not of any particular concern.

T|,(n)v will not change much, the increase in Ij being

practically cancelled by the decrease in nc due to the increase

in h c v (by chance exactly in the example treated here). With

8 MR loads to be stored until the transfer of the last batch

(the two first ones - like the others - being transferred simul-

taneously), the storage time is up to ~ 740 us or 3.9 T|.(nc).

This may just be tolerable 14). Another factor two would presum-

ably not be safe, this being the reason for increasing the linac

current 15), an otherwise undesirable change. Thus, the impor-

tance of a better control of the longitudinal (microwave) insta-

bility5)can not be overstressed. In the present case one might

argue that Re[Z u (n)/n]could be lowered, at least to 10 Si, say.

Despite the fourfold increase of Ij the value of T,V

doubles, because of the doubling of h c v.

Table 3. INTENSITY EFFECTS IN SRs

(RSR = 137.4 m, Nj = 2.5 x lO^ions, IT. =-• 12.5 A, E H = E V =

45 IT urad m, B f = 0.38)

A Q^v

A QIH

A QcH.V

= 0.19

= 0.15

* 0.06

T-LH,V

= 191 us

= 3.7 ms
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4.3 Control of longitudinal space charge field

While this space charge field has a negligible effect in the

MR, in the SR it needs control by an external rf field15'.

Presumably one would shape dX /ds appropriately during the

chopping at the low energy end of the linac, possibly also in

view of an increased effect after multiturn injection (turns of

different length).

5. BUNCHER RINGS

The question, whether the SRs could double as BRs has i

already be commented upon in 2.2.

There seems to be agreement that bunching with an induction

linac in the transport line is more expensive than bunching in the

SR. On the other hand, bunching in the SR gives rise to large Q

shifts *) (like AQ £ 2 for 10 x bunching in the case under dis-

cussion here).

*) When using the approximate Equ.(lO) one has to remember ii;s

limits of validity. Knowing the space charge fields, one usually

proceeds in one of two ways to derive it. Either one uses the smooth

approximation of the betatron equation and puts the (depressed Q)

(= Q 2 _ space charge restoring force constant in the right units)

equal to Q^ + 2QAQ^ (neglecting the term + AQ^2) where Q is the "zero

particle" Q. For larger values of AQ. one has thus at least to put

back the term AQt2 (Fig.3), viz. AQicorr#/Q= VI +2AQiapprox./Q' - 1

where AQ^ c o r r is the corrected value, in the smooth approximation.

Alternatively, as done for instance in ref.12, one obtains AQ^ from

treating the equivalent space charge lens as a lattice perturbation,

using a first order equation for the resulting Q shift. For larger

values of AQ^ one should presumably go at least to second order

(Equs. 4.32 to 4.37 of the classical Courant Snyder paper, Annals of

Physics, Vol.3, 1958, p.23.). For the change of the lattice

functions due to space charge see ref. 18.
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Bunching has been treated at all HIF workshops and the

physics seems fairly clear 5,16). There has been less discussion

on the straight section length required to house appropriate RF

systems 16,17). The general approach is no doubt to put as many

rf volts in the BR as can be housed, subject to staying in control

of the effects of the tune shifts and the increased Ap/p (which

will decrease again on the way to the pellet under the effect of

the longitudinal space charge fields), and to arrange for the

remaining bunching in the TLs , with or without induction linac

bunchers.

— 13 —



6. DESIGN APPROACH

By way of conclusions a few points can be stated. The

ensemble of MRs, SRs and BRs acts as a quadruple "transformer",

for

* the number of beams ng

* the ion current Ijg

* the transverse emittances c^ v

* the momentum spread Ap/p.

Initial and final values of e and Ap/p together with the

respective dilution factors limit the total current multiplication

of a single beam to something like 2000 (Fig. 2). In this the

total dilution factor is assumed to be 4.15(=2V3x^/3x4/3), a value

which it would be good to know with precision understanding how it

evolved at each step of beam hanging.

Any further factor has to be gained by multiplying the number

of beams, with nj J 6 required anyway for "4it" bombardment of the

pellet. To limit the number of SRs and BRs, h>l is chosen, but

h>2 may lead to difficulties with the tune shifts.

The most costly limit seems to be the longitudinal microwave

instability, which at present forces one to increase the linac

current to such a value that the total storage time stays under

~ 1 ms.

The tune shifts in the MR(s) can become fairly large

(Table 2) so that use of two MRs may have to be envisaged. This

would be an operational complication but the cost increase is

probably negligible.
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Appendix

FACTOR go

In equations involving the potential of a particle beam with

respect to the surrounding vacuum chamber one usually finds for the

(geometrical) factor g G = 1 + 2 ln(chamber radius/beam radius), where

the In term relates to the potential at the beam surface, and the

fixed term 1 accounts for the difference to the axis of a uniform

beam. As a given particle will normally oscillate about this axis,

some value like 0.5 might in fact be more realistic in many cases,

or perhaps 0.75 taking into account the larger central density in

real beams. (For a parabolic density distribution 1.5 would have to

be substituted for the 1 above.)

The main point is, however, that in real machines the vacuum

chamber is often rectangular (hCH > hov) and the beam radii a,b may

also differ. Accurate g a values for non round chambers and (uniform)

beams are shown in Fig.Al, kindly provided by Dr. H. Schonauer, CERN.

They can be calculated approximately from the relation

«cH hcV
g, = 1 + In . (A.I)

a t>

Equ.(Al) has the advantage to transform into the exact equation for a

round beam of constant density in a round chamber, but gives results

£ 1% in error (too low or too high, depending on which area of Fig.Al

is concerned),with respect to the accurate values.
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Fig. Al Factor gQ for uniform beams vs. ratio chamber width/height with

hcv/b and a/b as parameters. (Calculated by H. Sch'dnauer with program IMCO)
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